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9:59 AM 2.S. 

Put your hands on the green element: Is up at some elevation. This element is less likely to be 
floating in mid air, investigate around it to find how it connects to a floor or to a ceiling or a wall: 

I want to say that my right eye pupil reacted as if it were seeing it, I saw a thick flow of colored light 
informational pattern streaming into the eye, the pupil opened and widened to take it in, and I 
could see how my eye was looking at the target, though I did not get a visual of the target as if seen 
with normal eyesight, but the stream of information of colors and what I have seen of the target site 
so far. 

The orange elements show up again, I will probe them. 

I saw the orange elements and I felt how my right eye responded physically to seeing it, it also felt 
like a thick stream of light with the color and information patterns went into my eye. 

10:43 AM End RV. I am very sleepy I woke up early this morning and RVing is not working. I don't 
know how to save the session so I might as well end it prematurely. I am also not getting any good 
leads on the elements - either that, or that I am just too sleepy, I am really very sleepy and remote 
viewing does not work then. What I think it is? A giraffe reaching up to a tree top, but that is all just 
based on premature labeling from logic of the pieces, and is not a conclusion based on RV. 

I can give it a C but that is a stretch. 

Image source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Malschwitz_Baruth_-_evangelische_Kirche_
16_ies.jpg
Image link 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/64/Malschwitz_Baruth_-_evangelische
_Kirche_16_ies.jpg/800px-Malschwitz_Baruth_-_evangelische_Kirche_16_ies.jpg

10:46 AM End session. 

ELEMENTS

IE. Green like plantlife. Lush gardens. This element is roundish and wide and open. 
P. Fluffy. Is up at some elevation. 

IE. Black like metal. 



P. Is part of the orange elements. Is right against the green fluff. My hand goes into the black 
element, hence it forms a vessel with a hollow inside space open top. Bottom is against the ground. 

IE. Two or three orange small parts that move in unison as if part of the same body but are three 
disconnected orange parts. 
P. Reaches up to the fluffy green element, like a giraffe. Has a long neck upward. In between the 
orange parts there is brown. 

SE. Long neck upward, has the orange elements on it. 

SE. One or two short solid brown pegs above the green fluffy element. 

CONNECTIONS

Orange elements connected to long neck

Black sharp element connected to orange elements


